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Introduction: KAPS Group
 Network of Consultants and Partners – “Hiring”
 Text analytics consulting: Strategy, Start-Next level,
Development-taxonomy, text analytics foundation & applications
 TA Training (1 day to 1 month), TA Audit
 Partners –Synaptica, SAS, IBM, Smart Logic, Expert Systems,
Clarabridge, Lexalytics, BA Insight, BiText
 Clients: Genentech, Novartis, Northwestern Mutual Life, Financial
Times, Hyatt, Home Depot, Harvard, British Parliament, Battelle,
Amdocs, FDA, GAO, World Bank, Dept. of Transportation, etc.

 Presentations, Articles, White Papers – www.kapsgroup.com
 Program Chair – Text Analytics Forum – Nov. 7-8 DC
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A treasure trove of technical detail, likely to become a definitive
source on text analytics – Kirkus Reviews

Book Sign TU – 3:30-4:15, WED – 3:15-4:00
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Introduction:
Elements of Text Analytics
 Text Mining – NLP, statistical, predictive, machine learning
– Different skills, mind set, Math & data not language
 Extraction – entities – known and unknown, concepts, events
– Catalogs with variants, rule based
 Sentiment Analysis
– Objects and phrases – statistics & rules – Positive and
Negative
 Summarization
– Dynamic – based on a search query term
– Generic – based on primary topics, position in document
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Introduction:
Elements of Text Analytics
 Auto-categorization
– Training sets – Bayesian, Vector space
– Terms – literal strings, stemming, dictionary of related terms
– Rules – simple – position in text (Title, body, url)
– Boolean– Full search syntax – AND, OR, NOT
– Advanced – DIST(#), ORDDIST#, PARAGRAPH, SENTENCE
 Platform for multiple features – Sentiment, Extraction
– Disambiguation - Identification of objects, events, context
– Distinguish Major-Minor mentions
– Fact Extraction – context around words, concepts
– Model more subtle sentiment
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Introduction:
Elements of Text Analytics: Deep Learning





Neural Networks – from 1980’s
New = size and speed
Larger networks = can learn better and faster
Multiple networks = more “intelligence” – networks output fed to
other networks
 Strongest in areas like image recognition, fact lookup
 Weakest – concepts, subjects, deep language, metaphors, etc.
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Introduction:
Deep Text vs. Deep Learning
 Deep Learning is a Dead End - accuracy – 60-70%
 Black Box – don’t know how to improve except indirect
manipulation of input
– Watson – “We don’t know how or why it works”
– Susceptible to bias – hard to fix
 Domain Specific, tricks not deep understanding
 No common sense (things fall, don’t wink in and out of existence
– No strategy to get there (faster not enough)
 Major – loss of quality – who is training who?
– Project personality and intelligence – on everything!
 Extra Benefits of a Deep Text Approach – Multiple InfoApps
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Case Study – Categorization & Sentiment
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Publishing Project: Example Rules
Key Project Data
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Text Analytics Workshop
Introduction: Text Analytics
 History – academic research, focus on NLP
 Inxight –out of Zerox Parc
– Moved TA from academic and NLP to auto-categorization,
entity extraction, and Search-Meta Data
 Explosion of companies – many based on Inxight extraction with
some analytical-visualization front ends
– Volatile – half are gone, good ones got bought
 Initial Focus on enterprise text analytics
 Shift to sentiment analysis - easier to do, obvious pay off
(customers, not employees)
– Backlash – Real business value?
 Current – Multiple Applications
 Text Analytics is growing – time for a jump?
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Text Analytics Workshop
Current State of Text Analytics





Current Market: 2018 – $3.5 B for text analytics
Growing 20% a year– expect $10.5B
Search is 33% of total market
Fragmented market place – full platform, low level, specialty
– No clear leader.
 Deep Text
– Linguistic and cognitive depth – human-like learning
– Integration of multiple techniques and modules
– Infrastructure – Move fast with a stable infrastructure
 AI-Deep Learning – still “Two years away”
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Current State of Text Analytics: Trends
 Market - 3.5 B to 10.5B 2023
 Cloud Technology Growing
– Real time analytics, text from anywhere
 BOTs in the enterprise
 Conversational Interfaces
 Social – Behavioral Analytics
– New models of people
– New Knowledge Organizations
• K Graphs
• Emotion, Motivation Taxonomies
 AI and ML – hype? Or ?
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Current State of Text Analytics: Vendor Space
 Taxonomy Management Plus
 Extraction and Analytics
– Multiple Dedicated Applications – BI, CI, social media
 Sentiment Analysis
 Open Source, build your own – API’s
 Embedded in Content Management, Search, BI, C, etc.
 Cloud-based service
 Full text analytics platforms
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Benefits of Text Analytics
 What is the ROI of text analytics?
– Wrong question?
– What is ROI of organizing your company
 Benefits in 3 areas:
– Search, Social Media, Multiple Info Apps
 Start with numerical studies
 Stories – Pharma example
 Stories – find own real life stories
 Selling to C Level
– Different language
– Need to educate – what it is and why
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Benefits of Text Analytics: Search
 Why Text Analytics?
– Enterprise search has failed to live up to its potential
– Enterprise Content management has failed to live up to its
potential
– Taxonomy has failed to live up to its potential
– Adding metadata, especially keywords has not worked
 What is missing?
– Intelligence – human level categorization, conceptualization
– Infrastructure – Integrated solutions not technology, software
 Text Analytics can be the foundation that (finally) drives success
– search, content management, KM, and much more
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Costs and Benefits
 IDC study – quantify cost of bad search
 Three areas:
– Time spent searching
– Recreation of documents
– Bad decisions / poor quality work
 Costs
– 50% search time is bad search = $2,500 year per person
– Recreation of documents = $5,000 year per person
– Bad quality (harder) = $15,000 year per person
 Per 1,000 people = $ 22.5 million a year
– 30% improvement = $6.75 million a year
– Add own stories – especially cost of bad information
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ROI Calculations
Limitations





Problem – no one believes it
What will staff do with time – extra sip of coffee per search
Different kinds of search– explore, learn, discover – not find
Focus on negative – wasted time
–

Positive impact more valuable – greater productivity, better
decisions

 Big problem – this is search, not text analytics
–

Solution could be buy a new search engine
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Benefits – Social Media
 Understand what customers are saying – satisfaction
– Customer management effectiveness
– Insight into customers mind
 Early warning of issues with products
 Lead generation
 Managing brand perception
 Product design insight
 Marketing campaign effectiveness
 Attrition rate management / reduction
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Benefits – Info Apps









Multiple applications
Email audit – find money owed
Products – summary of 700K documents
Customer support – head off cancelations
Reduce fraud
Improve customer support – trends, issues, etc.
E-Discovery, FOIA
Range of applications – almost unlimited
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Benefits – Why Isn’t Everyone Doing It?





Don’t know enough about text analytics
Financial Constraints – too expensive
Lack of senior management buy-in
Lack of clarity about value of text analytics
–

Don’t believe ROI numbers

 Don’t have the necessary in-house expertise
 Other priorities are more important
 Overall: Lack of knowledge and expertise
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Benefits: Selling the Vision
 All of that is a complex sell – how to do it?
 New Approach – Mini-POC
 One approach – Any size
– One week to 2 Months (Mini to Full POC)
 Elements
– Taxonomy (Old, one branch) – 10-20 nodes to 100
– Sample content – 10-20 documents per node
– Simple content model – document sections
 Build categorization rules for all nodes
 Demo – Simple search (15%-50%) to 90%+
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Benefits: Selling the Vision
Mini-POC





Something that people can see, touch, play with
Real application with real content
See the value of Taxonomy + Text Analytics
Appeal to all audiences – Librarians to KM to technology geeks to
executives
 Option – Comparison with fully automatic clusters
 Start of building a foundation for full enterprise
– Full POC can build (most of) that foundation
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Text Analytics Workshop

 Getting Started with Text Analytics
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Getting Started with Text Analytics
 Text Analytics is weird, a bit academic, and not very practical
• It involves language and thinking and really messy stuff
 On the other hand, it is really difficult to do right (Rocket Science)
 Organizations don’t know what text analytics is and what it is for
 False Model – all you need is our software and your SME’s
– Categorization is not a skill that SME’s have
– Rule Building is more esoteric – part library science, part
business analysis, part cognitive science
– Experience taking taxonomy starters and customizing, rules
 Interdisciplinary team – Need to create
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Smart Start: Think Big, Start Small, Scale Fast
 Think Big: Strategic Vision
– Based on deep understanding of entire information
environment
– Establish infrastructure – faster project development
– Avoid expensive mistakes – dead end technology
 Start Small: Pilot or POC
– Immediate value ands learn by doing
– Easier to get management buy-in
 Scale Fast: Multiple Applications
– Infrastructure – technical and semantic
– Semantic Resources – catonomies, ontologies
– First project +10%, Subsequent projects – 50%
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The start and foundation: Knowledge Audit
 Knowledge Map - Understand what you have, what you
are, what you want
–

The foundation of the foundation

 Contextual interviews, content analysis, surveys, focus
groups, ethnographic studies, Text Mining
 Category modeling – “Intertwingledness” -learning new
categories influenced by other, related categories
–

Monkey, Panda, Banana

 Natural level categories mapped to communities, activities
–
–

Novice prefer higher levels
Balance of informative and distinctiveness

 4 Dimensions – Content, People, Technology, Activities
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Knowledge Audit: Contextual Interviews
 Organizational Context – Free Form
–
–
–
–

–

Management, enterprise wide function
What is the size and makeup of the organizational units that
will be impacted by this project?
Are there special constituencies that have to be taken into
account?
What is the level of political support for this project? Any
opposition?
What are your major information or knowledge access issues?

 These determine approach and effort for each area
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Knowledge Audit: Information Interviews
 Structured, feed survey – list options
–

–

Could you describe the kinds of information activities that you
and your group engage in? (types of content, search, write
proposals, research?) How often?
How do they carry out these activities?

 Qualitative Research
–
–
–

What are your major information or knowledge access issues
-- examples?
In an ideal world, how would information access work at your
organization?
What is right and what’s wrong with today’s methods

 Output = map of information communities, activities
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Knowledge Audit: Map of Information Technology
 CM, SharePoint, O 365 – ability to integrate text analytics
 Search – Integration of text analytics – Beyond XML
–

Metadata – facets

 Existing Text Analytics – Underutilization?
–

Text Mining – often separate silo, how integrate?

 Taxonomy Management, Databases, portals
–

Semantic Technologies, Wiki’s

 Visualization software
–

Applications – business intelligence, customer support, etc.

 Map- often reveals multiple redundancies, technology silos
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Knowledge Audit: Content Analysis
 Content Map – size, format, audience, purpose, priority,
special features, data and text, etc.
–

Content Model – document types and sections

 Content Creation – publishing process and workflow
 Integrate external content – little control, massive scale
 Content Structure –taxonomies, vocabularies, metadata
standards
 Drill Down, theme discovery
–

Search log analysis, folksonomy, text mining, clustering
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Knowledge Audit- Output
 Strategic Vision and Change Management
• Format – reports, enterprise ontology
• Political/ People and technology requirements

 Strategic Project Plan and Road Map
• Text Analytics support requirements –taxonomies,
resources
• Map of Initial Projects – and selection criteria
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Smart Start Step Two – Variations
Have Text Analytics Software
 Initial Pilot – selected software, just starting
– Software training – one – two weeks
–
Text Analytics requires more
 Next Level Pilot - training = a 2 month pilot
– Informal survey – companies get stuck – know the software
but not how to really use it well
– Second danger – software is abandoned – lack of ownership
or lack of results
– Train people in good practices
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Smart Start Step Two – Select Software
Different Kind of software evaluation
 No single leader - Vendors have different strengths in different
environments
– Millions of short, badly typed documents, Build application
– Library 200 page PDF, enterprise & public search
 Map output of K Audit to current software offerings
 Options:
– Select software – joint decision
– 2-4 equal vendors – update KAPS research
– Demos – their content, use cases
 Select 1-2 for a pilot/POC
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Smart Start Step Three –
Proof of Concept / Pilot Project
 POC use cases – basic features needed for initial projects
 Design - Real life scenarios, categorization with your content
 Preparation:
– Preliminary analysis of content and users information needs
• Training & test sets of content, search terms & scenarios
– Train taxonomist(s) on software(s)
– Develop taxonomy if none available
 Four week POC – 2 rounds of develop, test, refine / Not OOB
 Need SME’s as test evaluators – also to do an initial
categorization of content
 Majority of time is on auto-categorization
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POC and Early Development: Risks and Issues
 IT Problem - This is not a regular software process
 Semantics is messy not just complex
– 30% accuracy isn’t 30% done – could be 90%
 Variability of human categorization
 Categorization is iterative, not “the program works”
– Need realistic budget and flexible project plan
 Anyone can do categorization
– Librarians often overdo, SME’s often get lost (keywords)
 Meta-language issues – understanding the results
– Need to educate IT and business in their language
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Quick Start for Text Analytics
Proof of Concept -- Value of POC
 Selection of best product(s)
 Identification and development of infrastructure elements –
taxonomies, metadata – standards and publishing process
 Training by doing –SME’s learning categorization,
Library/taxonomist learning business language
 Understand effort level for categorization, application
 Test suitability of existing taxonomies for range of applications
 Explore application issues – example – how accurate does
categorization need to be for that application – 80-90%
 Develop resources – categorization taxonomies, entity extraction
catalogs/rules
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 Development
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Text Analytics Development: Categorization Basics
 Representation of Domain knowledge – taxonomy, ontology
 Categorization – Know What
– Most basic to human cognition
– Basic level categories
– Most difficult to do with software
 Beyond Categorization – making everything else smarter
 No single correct categorization
–

Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things

 Sentiment Analysis to Expertise Analysis(KnowHow)
– Know How, skills, “tacit” knowledge
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Text Analytics Development: Categorization Process
Start with Taxonomy and Content
 Starter Taxonomy
– If no taxonomy, develop (steal) initial high level
• Textbooks, glossaries, Intranet structure
• Organization Structure – facets, not taxonomy
 Analysis of taxonomy – suitable for categorization
– Structure – not too flat, not too large
– Orthogonal categories
– Best = rich synonyms – starter cat rules
 External Resources
– Linked Data – General = DBPedia, Other
– Linked Data – Specialized – from K Audit
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Text Analytics Development: Categorization Process
Start with Taxonomy and Content
 Content Selection
Map of all anticipated content – from K Audit
– Most common and most important, special cases
– Map to information needs
–

 Selection of training sets – 20-50-100 per category
–

SME input, search logs, information interviews
– Trick – category name in file name

 Automated selection of training sets
–

Taxonomy nodes as first categorization rules
– Apply and get content

 Social Media – external searches
–

Sentiment – Forums – ranked posts – 1-5
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Text Analytics Development: Categorization Process
 Start: Term building – from content
Text Mining – basic set of terms that appear often / important to
content (TF/IDF) // Auto-rule
– Multiple passes – sub-types of content
– Clustering – word or tag clouds
–

 Metadata
–

Title, keywords
– Abstract
– Special sections – Methods, Objectives, etc.
– Headings, bold, italics

 Human generated
Sections in the text – indicator text
– Search logs
–
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Text Analytics Development: Categorization Process
 Develop initial rules – per category
1.) ½ of training set – add terms to rules – 90-100% recall
– 2.) Test against ½ of all training sets – remove terms – precision
– 3.) All training sets per category – build recall
– 4.) Test against all training sets - precision
–

 Refine rules – patterns in text - break trade off of recall-precision
Distance – CLAUSE, SENTENCE, PARAGRAH, DIST
– Minimum occurrences – only if 2-3+
– Sections - weights
–

 Develop templates – separate logic and vocabulary
 Test against more, new content – more terms, refine logic of rules
 Repeat until “done” – 90%?
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Adding Structure to Unstructured Content
 Documents are not unstructured – poly-structure
– Sections – Specific - “Abstract” to Function “Evidence”
– Multiple Text Indicators – Categorization Rule
 Corpus – document types/purpose
– Textual complexity, level of generality, Other characterization
 Clusters and machine learning – at section level, not document
 Future = Combine machine learning and rules
– Application level to categorization language level
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Test and Evaluation

Faceted Search Design
 Collected metrics comparing “Vanilla” search using FAST with
faceted search on auto-classified documents
 Examples:
–

Recall of Work Orders for UPC 50057 (in Top 30 Results)

–

Precision of work orders related to utility issues (for Top 20 Results)
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Development: Entity Extraction Process
 Facet Design – from Knowledge Audit, K Map
 Catalogs – linked data or convert to internal:
– Organization – internal resources
– People – corporate yellow pages, HR
– Include variants
– Scripts to convert catalogs – programming resource
 Build initial rules – follow categorization process
– Differences – scale, threshold – application dependent
– Recall – Precision – balance set by application
– Issue – disambiguation – Ford company, person, car
 Unknown entities – NLP rules – “cap cap said”
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Solution Development

Semantic Model – Elements (“facets”)
 Content Type
–
–
–
–
–

Source of Materials
DWR,
Work Order,
Work Order-Related
Project Profile

 Project No/Contract No/UPC
 Location: District, Jurisdiction,





Route
Type of Work
Award Amount
Manufacturers and Suppliers
Contractors







Materials
Equipment
Pay Items
Work Order Category
Work Issue
–
–
–
–
–

Drainage
Utility
Weather
Plan-Related
Work Zone-Related
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Case Study - Background
 Inxight Smart Discovery
 Multiple Taxonomies
– Healthcare – first target
– Travel, Media, Education, Business, Consumer Goods,
 Content – 800+ Internet news sources
– 5,000 stories a day
 Application – Newsletters
– Editors using categorized results
– Easier than full automation
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Case Study - Approach
 Initial High Level Taxonomy
– Auto generation – very strange – not usable
– Editors High Level – sections of newsletters
– Editors & Taxonomy Pro’s - Broad categories & refine
 Develop Categorization Rules
– Multiple Test collections
– Good stories, bad stories – close misses - terms
 Recall and Precision Cycles
– Refine and test – taxonomists – many rounds
– Review – editors – 2-3 rounds
 Repeat – about 4 weeks
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Case Study – Issues & Lessons
 Taxonomy Structure: Aggregate vs. independent nodes
– Children Nodes – subset – rare
 Trade-off of depth of taxonomy and complexity of rules
 No best answer – taxonomy structure, format of rules
– Need custom development
– Recall more important than precision – editors role
 Combination of SME and Taxonomy pros
– Combination of Features – Entity extraction, terms, Boolean,
filters, facts
 Training sets and find similar are weakest
 Plan for ongoing refinement
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Enterprise Environment – Case Studies
 A Tale of Two Catonomies
– It was the best of times, it was the worst of times
 Basic Approach
– Initial meetings – project planning
– High level K map – content, people, technology
– Contextual and Information Interviews
– Content Analysis
– Draft Taxonomy – validation interviews, refine
– Categorization and entity extraction development
– Integration and Governance Plans
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Enterprise – Case One – Taxonomy, 7 facets
 Taxonomy of Subjects / Disciplines:
– Science > Marine Science > Marine microbiology > Marine
toxins
 Facets:
– Organization > Division > Group
– Clients > Federal > EPA
– Facilities > Division > Location > Building X
– Content Type – Knowledge Asset > Proposals
– Instruments > Environmental Testing > Ocean Analysis >
Vehicle
– Methods > Social > Population Study
– Materials > Compounds > Chemicals
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Enterprise – Case One – Taxonomy, 7 facets
 Project Owner – KM department – included RM, business
process
 Involvement of library - critical
 Realistic budget, flexible project plan
 Successful interviews – build on context
–

Overall information strategy – where taxonomy fits

 Good Draft taxonomy and extended refinement
–
–

Software, process, team – train library staff
Good selection and number of facets

 Developed broad categorization and one deep-Chemistry
 Final plans and hand off to client
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Enterprise – Case Two – Taxonomy, 4 facets
 Taxonomy of Subjects / Disciplines:
–

Geology > Petrology

 Facets:
–
–
–
–

Organization > Division > Group
Process > Drill a Well > File Test Plan
Assets > Platforms > Platform A
Content Type > Communication > Presentations
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Enterprise – Case Two – Taxonomy, 4 facets
Environment & Project Issues
 Most important – communication / collaboration
 Value of taxonomy understood, but not the complexity and scope
– Under budget, under staffed
 Location – RM software -Solution looking for the right problem
 No library involvement
 Project mind set – not infrastructure
– Rushing to meet deadlines doesn’t work with semantics
 Not enough research – and wrong people
 Not enough facets, wrong set – business not information
– Ill-defined facets – too complex internal structure
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Enterprise – Case Three
Multiple Fact Extraction
 Application – Rich Summary of Key Data in Construction Proposals
 700, 000 + a year, range in size from 5 pages to 500, 000 pages
 Earlier project – aim was 70% - failed
–

Easy to extract all items, example – dates – couldn’t extract specific
dates- facts

 10 week project - new team, new software
 Develop basic methods – fact extraction, automated TOC,
accuracy > 80%
 Train client resources to continue and expand capabilities
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Enterprise – Case Three
Multiple Fact Extraction – Key Lessons
 Need rules that can process context around key data
–

Tool and expertise needed

 Separate logic and text – understandable, maintenance
–

Previous rules were too complex – went for pages

 Add dynamic section identification rules
–

Flexible rules needed to handle huge variation in documents

 Software selection is a key
–

Initial estimates of additional 4 months was too high (expensive) and
too low (no way to get from here to there)
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 Applications
 3 Main Types:
– Search – An Enterprise Platform
– Info Apps – Unstructured Text is Everywhere
– Social Media – Fastest Growing Area
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Text Analytics and Search
What’s Wrong With Search?
 Search Engines are Stupid!
– (and people have better things to do)
 Documents deal in language BUT it’s all chicken scratches to
Search
 Relevance – requires meaning
– Imagine trying to understand what a document is about in a
language you don’t know
 Mzndin agenpfre napae ponaoen afpenafpenae timtnoe.
– Dictionary of chicken scratches (variants, related)
– Count the number of chicken scratches = relevance – Not
– log(numDocs / (docFreq + 1)) * sqrt(tf) * (1/sqrt(length))
 Google = popularity of web sites and Best Bets
– For documents in an enterprise – Counting and Weighting
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Text Analytics and Search
Multi-dimensional and Smart
 Faceted Navigation has become the basic/ norm
– Facets require huge amounts of metadata
– Entity / noun phrase extraction is fundamental
– Automated with disambiguation (through categorization)
 Taxonomy – two roles – subject/topics and facet structure
– Complex facets and faceted taxonomies
 Clusters and Tag Clouds – discovery & exploration
 Auto-categorization – aboutness, subject facets
– This is still fundamental to search experience
– InfoApps only as good as fundamentals of search
 People – tagging, evaluating tags, fine tune rules and taxonomy
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Delve for the Web: The Front Page of Knowledge Management

Users follow topics,
people, and
companies selected
from Delve
taxonomies.

Social
media data
from
Twitter
powers
recommen
dation
algorithms.
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Metadata – Tagging – Mind the Gap
 Tagging documents with taxonomy nodes is tough
– And expensive – central or distributed
 Library staff –experts in categorization not subject matter
– Too limited, narrow bottleneck
– Often don’t understand business processes and uses
 Authors – Experts in the subject matter, terrible at categorization
– Intra and Inter inconsistency, “intertwingleness”
– Choosing tags from taxonomy – complex task
– Folksonomy – almost as complex, wildly inconsistent
– Resistance – not their job, cognitively difficult = noncompliance
 Text Analytics is the answer(s)!
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Information Platform: Content Management
 Automatic tagging?
– Fatal Flaw = accuracy, brittle – new content, effort
 Hybrid Model: Combination of machine and human
– Publish Document into content management
– Text Analytics analysis -> suggestions for categorization,
entities, metadata
– Present to author / editor
 Cognitive task is simple -> react to a suggestion instead of select
from head or a complex taxonomy
 Feedback – if author overrides -> suggestion for new category
 Scale – All content or selected content
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Enterprise Info Apps
 Focus on business value, cost cutting, new revenues
 Business Intelligence
– It is a growing field with revenues of $13.1 billion in 2015.
– Early identification of product issues
– What are competitors doing
– Integrate data and text
 Financial Services
– Trend – using text analytics with predictive analytics – risk and
fraud
– Combine unstructured text (why) and structured transaction
data (what)
– Customer Relationship Management, Fraud Detection
86
– Stock Market Prediction – Twitter, impact articles

Text Analytics Workshop
Enterprise Info Apps
 eDiscovery,
– Collect all documents about a particular situation (Search)
– Reduce human effort, add intelligence to selection
– Payoff is big – One firm with 1.6 M docs – saved $2M
 Text Analytics Assisted Review
– Scan millions of documents for indications of revenue
 AI Headhunters
– Scan resumes for red and green flags
 Automatic Summaries
– Extract key data – disambiguation, co-reference
– Create story summaries – baseball game, finance
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Applications: KM
 Knowledge Management as if knowledge matters
– Not sterile DIKW or Tacit debates, but practical
 Past – taxonomy and metadata have failed
– Too rigid, too dumb, too much effort
 Text Analytics changes that
– Flexible, smart, support human efforts
 KM and Social Media
– Text Analytics adds a new dimension to expertise location
Communities of Practice, collaboration
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Expertise Analysis
 Expertise Analysis
– Experts think & write differently – process, chunks
 Expertise Characterization for individuals, communities,
documents, and sets of documents
– Automatic profiles – based on documents authored, etc.
 Applications:
– Business & Customer intelligence, Voice of the Customer
– Deeper understanding of communities, customers
– Security, threat detection – behavior prediction
– Expertise location- Generate automatic expertise
characterization
 Political – conservative and liberal minds/texts
– Disgust, shame, cooperation, openness
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Social Media Applications
Characteristics
 Scale = Huge! 100’s of Millions / Billions
 Poor Quality of the Text
 Conversations, not stand alone documents
– Issues of co-reference, who is speaking
 Direct Business Value
– Customers, competitors, fix products, new products
 Document Level Sentiment – too broad, too complex
 From direct monitoring (surveys) to Indirect (Twitter)
 Add depth with more sophisticated text analytics
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Social Media Applications
Beyond Simple Sentiment
 Beyond Good and Evil (positive and negative)
–

Degrees of intensity, complexity of emotions and documents

 Importance of Context – around positive and negative words
Rhetorical reversals – “I was expecting to love it”
– Issues of sarcasm, (“Really Great Product”), slanguage
–

 Essential – need full categorization and concept extraction
 New Taxonomies – Appraisal Groups – “not very good”
– Supports more subtle distinctions than positive or negative
 Emotion taxonomies - Joy, Sadness, Fear, Anger, Surprise, Disgust
–

New Complex – pride, shame, confusion, skepticism

 New conceptual models, models of users, communities
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Social Media Applications
Voice of the Customer / Voter / Employee
 Detection of a recurring problem categorized by subject,
customer, client, product, parts, or by representative.
 Analytics to evaluate and track the effectiveness:
– Representatives, policies, programs, actions
 Detect recurring or immediate problems – high rate of failure, etc.
 Competitive intelligence – calls to switch from brand X to Y in a
particular region
 Subscriber mood before and after a call – and why
 Pattern matching of initial motivation to subsequent actions –
optimize responses and develop proactive steps
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Social Media Applications
Behavior Prediction – Telecom Customer Service
 Problem – distinguish customers likely to cancel from mere threats
 Basic Rule
– (START_20, (AND, (DIST_7,"[cancel]", "[cancel-what-cust]"),
– (NOT,(DIST_10, "[cancel]", (OR, "[one-line]", "[restore]", “[if]”)))))
 Examples:
– customer called to say he will cancell his account if the does
not stop receiving a call from the ad agency.
– and context in text
 Combine text analytics with Predictive Analytics and traditional
behavior monitoring for new applications
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Social Media Applications
Pronoun Analysis: Fraud Detection; Enron Emails
 Patterns of “Function” words reveal wide range of insights
 Function words = pronouns, articles, prepositions, conjunctions.
– Used at a high rate, short and hard to detect, very social,
processed in the brain differently than content words
 Areas: sex, age, power-status, personality – individuals and
groups
 Lying / Fraud detection: Documents with lies have
– Fewer and shorter words, fewer conjunctions, more positive
emotion words
– More use of “if, any, those, he, she, they, you”, less “I”
– More social and causal words, more discrepancy words
 Current research – 76% accuracy in some contexts
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Conclusions
 Text Analytics needs strategic vision
– But also concrete and quick application to drive acceptance
 Text Analytics is the mechanism to finally fix search
 Text Analytics adds depth and intelligence to social media
 Two major techniques
Deep Text – depth and intelligence
– Deep Learning – power and scale, learning
–

 Integration of the two = the future
 Future – Text Analytics and Cognitive Science = Metaphor Analysis,
deep language understanding, AI, common sense?
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Questions?
Tom Reamy
tomr@kapsgroup.com
KAPS Group
Knowledge Architecture Professional Services
http://www.kapsgroup.com

Resources
 Books
–

Deep Text: Using Text Analytics to Conquer Information Overload,
Get Real Value from Social Media, and Add Big(ger) Text to Big
Data
• Tom Reamy

–
–

Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things
Don’t Think of an Elephant
• George Lakoff

–

Knowledge, Concepts, and Categories
• Koen Lamberts and David Shanks

–

Thinking Fast and Slow
• Daniel Kahneman

–

Any cognitive science book written after 2010
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Resources
 Conferences – Web Sites
–

Text Analytics Forum - All aspects of text analytics
• http://www.textanalyticsforum.com

–

Taxonomy Boot Camp – DC & London
• http://www.taxonomybootcamp.com/2017/default.aspx

–
–

–

Dataversity Conference
http://www.dataversity.net/
Sentiment Analysis Symposium
• www.sentimentsymposium.com
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Resources
 LinkedIn Groups:
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

Text Analytics
Text Analytics Forum
Taxonomy Community of Practice
Sentiment Analysis
Text and Social Analytics
Metadata Management
Semantic Technologies, Semantic Web
Association for Information Science & Technology
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